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Forward-Looking Statements
Some matters discussed in this presentation may be considered to be
forward- looking statements. Such statements include declarations
regarding management’s intent, belief or current expectations.
Prospective investors are cautioned that any such forward-looking
statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve a
number of risks and uncertainties. Actual results could differ
materially from those indicated by such forward-looking statements.
Such risks and uncertainties include: the possible unavailability of
financing, risks related to the uncertainty inherent in the oil and gas
horizontal and directional services industry, the impact of energy price
fluctuations, the seasonal nature of business, the dependence on third
party suppliers and contractors, changes in government regulation,
the impact of competition, the successful commercialization of certain
technologies, the dependence upon competent employees including
senior management, and fluctuations in currency exchange rates and
interest rates.

Financial Results
Three-month periods ended June 30,
Stated in thousands of dollars except per unit amounts,
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Revenue
Adjusted EBITDA (1)

Six-month period ended June 30,

Cash Flow
Funds from (used in) operations (1)
Capital expenditures
(1) Refer to non-GAAP measures section of Q1 Report.
Operating
Days
(2)

Includes current portion of long-term debt.
n.m. – not meaningful

Consolidated Operating Days
Financial Position
Working Capital(1)
Long-term debt

(1) Refer to non-GAAP measures section of Annual and Quarterly Report
n.m. - not meaningfu

Positive Industry Momentum
CDN Industry Active Rigs
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Segmented Information
 As the industry has improved, all operating regions experienced
growth in the first half of 2017
– North American growth was driven by higher levels of activity, with
revenues in Canada and the US doubling quarter-over-quarter in Q2
– Day rates are slower to recover, but improvements are coming

 US operations have the greatest potential for future growth
– Focus on the Permian basin and leveraging new technology in this region

 Stream continues to gain market recognition

H1 CANADIAN DRILLING DAYS

– 7% market share in Canada in H1 2017
– Newly received systems will be
utilized to further expand in Canada and
enter the US market
Industry
Stream

33,795 days
2,341 days

Leveraging New Technology
 Velocity is in high demand and continues to be sold out
– Strong utilization of the current fleet (35 systems)
– Additional 30 systems arriving throughout the remainder of
2017

 Connect is now deployed throughout North America
– This software can fuel remote operations and streamline
optimization services with a greater quality control of data

 Performance Drilling Motor development
– PHX Energy continues to field test its new motor technology
that will drive faster drilling

 Other technologies are also in development that focus
on the precision and accuracy of downhole data

The Future of Directional Drilling
 Since 2007, our long-term technology goals have been
focused on automation and remote operations
– Recent new technology developments such as Velocity, Stream
and Connect have positioned PHX Energy to be a prominent
player in this realm

 Remote operations and optimizing the drilling process
is becoming more of a focus in the industry
– Directional drilling processes are being automated by
technologies which use computer algorithms to perform the
same role as a Directional Driller

 Reliable and advanced downhole technology is key to
providing the data required to successfully deploy
remote/automated operations
– This is where PHX Energy holds a competitive advantage

DataStream EDR platform
connects all aspects of the rig’s
operation and displays
pertinent drilling parameters in
intuitive interfaces

Velocity defies the limitations
of traditional MWD systems
with unified telemetry,
advanced measurements, and
simplified field operations

State-of-the-art remote drilling centers
are powered by Connect which
automates the qualifications of downhole
data and consolidates all downhole and
surface drilling data into a dynamic
interface for real-time monitoring and
analysis of drilling operations

Powerful downhole drilling motor
propels faster drilling

